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Where social distancing is required, ensure 

there is enough space for the teams and 

individuals to maintain social distancing (you 

may need to put markers on the floor). Ensure 

there is a hygiene break after this activity.

KEEPING EVERYONE
SAFE

• Sort the Recycling Activity Sheet 

• Red, Green, Yellow & Blue Items

 (Virtual Session) 

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

An activity that puts the group’s recycling knowledge to the test. 

Split the group into small teams and sit them at one end of the 
meeting space. At the other end of the meeting space place the four 
coloured bins, cut out from the activity sheet. Between the team and 
their bins, place a full set of the cut-up rubbish cards. (Each team 
playing will need their own bins and rubbish cards).

OOn go, one player from each team should run, pick up one of their 
rubbish cards and place it next to the recycling bin they think it 
belongs in. Once done, the player should run back to their team, so 
the next player can go. Continue until all rubbish cards have been 
dropped off at a bin. 

OncOnce finished go through each card and see where the teams have 
placed that item. If there has been a difference, discuss as a group 
before revealing the answer. Award a point for every correct item.

Virtual Session: Ask each child to bring a red, yellow, green and blue 
item. Show each rubbish item and ask them to hold up the colour of 
the bin they think the rubbish should go in. Award a point for every 
correct item.

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

GET INVOLVED

15 MINUTES

PREPARATION
NEEDED

FACE-TO-FACE

VIRTUAL

SORT THE 
RECYCLING
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SORT THE RECYCLING

 Plastic & Cans Paper Glass Compost


